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The World’s Smallest Ex-Certiﬁed Wireless Sensors Enable Remote
Monitoring in Potential Explosive Atmospheres
Disruptive Technologies & Ex-tech Group Partnered up to Enable Sensor-Based Preventative Maintenance of
Equipment Installed In Potential Explosive Atmospheres

Oslo, Norway: Today, Disruptive Technologies (DT), the Norwegian developer of the world’s smallest
wireless sensors, has partnered with Ex-tech Group, an Ex area expert. Disruptive Technologies sensors
are the smallest in the world (19 x 19 x 2.5 mm), have an IP68 rating, and can withstand very high
temperatures. They are now oﬃcially certiﬁed to be placed in Ex-zones by Ex-tech Group, the Norwegian
explosion protection and Ex compliance expert.
The sensors can measure critical parameters in explosive atmospheres, like humidity, temperature, and
proximity/presence. They can be deployed directly on/in other Ex protected equipment since they have
their own Ex protection. The sensor solution oﬀers continuous accurate monitoring and reporting of
operational data.
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The Ex-certiﬁed sensor solution can detect condition changes at an early stage, taking the
guesswork and errors out of manual inspections.
Through alerts and automation, staﬀ receives warnings of faults and incidents before they
happen, guaranteeing fewer incidents, increased equipment lifetime, and peace of mind.
Managers and workers optimize time and manual work on inspection and maintenance of critical
equipment which allows them to spend time on more creative and rewarding work.

“The Ex-tech Group and DT’s sensing technology will revolutionize the way we view maintenance
oﬀshore”, says Ingulf Egeland, Co-founder and CTO of Ex-tech Group, “We will enable customers to
optimize and rationalize maintenance schedules and reduce unwanted maintenance events”.
“Our partnership with the Ex-tech Group, a globally certiﬁed expert in hazardous areas, will enable our
system of small, eﬃcient, powerful, and adaptable sensors to bring useful insights for more eﬃcient and
sustainable operations in hazardous areas", says Bengt-Johannes Lundberg, CEO of Disruptive
Technologies.
Hydrogen, Oil & Gas, Petrochemical, and Pharmacy companies can now remotely operate, monitor, and
control their installations onshore and oﬀshore at a fraction of the cost, reducing manual work,
preventing incidents, and gaining accurate important insight that beneﬁts proﬁt, people, and the planet.
About Disruptive Technologies: Founded in 2013, Disruptive Technologies is the developer of the
world’s smallest wireless sensors. Their sensing solutions simplify data collection and enable digital
retroﬁtting and remote monitoring of all buildings and equipment. Disruptive Technologies provides more
eﬃcient and sustainable operations in minutes. Learn more at www.disruptive-technologies.com.
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